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duplex
1844 ft2 per side
2519 ft2 including basement
3 bedrooms

All numbers stated are for each side of the duplex.
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2008 December 30, 12h47, -20°C
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Early Findings…


We are learning a lot…

1. Point-source heating works.
– Likely we do not need to have much of a heat distribution system in a house.
– A standard ventilation system can be used to distribute any additional heat that any room
may need in addition to the needs of the house as a whole.

2. The integrated time constant of the house is around 8 days.
3. Make the house “grey water ready”
– so you can add grey water heat recovery in the future

4. Use more passive solar space heating and make sure it is controlled well.
5. Solar thermal space heating is much more complex than grid-connected solar PV.
6. The design, installation and control points for the active solar space heating system
are quite complex.
7. Solar electric power is a very easy and flexible technology.
8. The price of energy from solar electricity (PV) is comparable to the price of energy
from liquid-based solar thermal space heating.
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Net Zero Energy Healthy Housing Competition
 72 teams across Canada indicated their interest to CMHC in 2006 July.
 20 were selected to design the project in 2006 August.
 12 were selected to build their proposed project in 2006 October:
–
–
–
–
–

Quebec
Ontario
Manitoba
Saskatchewan
Alberta

– 3 projects
– 3 projects
– 1 project
– 1 project
– 4 projects

(Verdun, Eastman, Hudson)
(2 in Toronto, 1 in Ottawa)
(Winnipeg)
(Prince Albert)
(Edmonton, 2 in Red Deer, 1 in Calgary)

 CMHC brand: “EQuilibrium Housing”
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Elements of EQuilibrium Housing
 Health
– Indoor air quality
 Emissions
 Thermal comfort
 Moisture
 Particle control
 Ventilation
– Daylighting
– Noise control
– Water quality

 Energy
–
–
–
–
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Annual energy consumption
Renewable energy strategy
Peak electricity demand
Embodied energy strategy

 Resources
–
–
–
–
–

Sustainable materials
Durability
Material efficiency
Water conservation
Adaptability / flexibility

 Environment
–
–
–
–
–
–

Land use planning
Sediment and erosion control
Storm water management
Waste water management
Solid waste management
Air pollution emissions

 Affordability
– Financing
– Marketability

Discussions of EQuilibrium Housing
 Technology
–
–
–
–
–
–

Products
Performance simulation
Design
Installation
Operation, performance
Monitoring

 Technology Transfer
–
–
–
–
–
–
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Communication
Awareness
Education
Training
Demonstration
Marketing

 Attributes of House
–
–
–
–
–
–

Energy (house, food, transportation)
Indoor environment (air, water)
Outdoor environment (water, landscaping)
Sustainability, materials, recycling
Emissions (air, water, soil, land, waste)
Costs, economics

 Organisation of Society
–
–
–
–
–
–

Policies and their goals and consequences
Infrastructure (energy, housing, transport)
Industrial capacity
Incentives, barriers and standards
Subsidies, green taxation
Removing competing subsidies

Why is it called a
Net Zero Energy Home?
 A home that generates
all its heat and electricity
on an annual basis.
 It still uses energy…
 but it gets all its energy
from renewable sources (usually solar)
Net zero is just the dividing line between
– net deficit
(when your house needs energy from the grid
because it doesn’t generate enough), and
– net surplus (when the environment is better off
because your house exists).
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How do you plan
for a net zero energy house?

 Minimise
the heating and electricity consumption of the house
– The cheapest energy option

 Maximise
solar energy contribution to the house’s heating and
electricity supply
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Design Challenge
Where do we find the minimum construction cost
to achieve net zero?


We need large amounts of energy efficiency
and large amounts of renewable energy

Total upgrade
cost of NZE home

Cost of
NZE home

Optimum cost point…
Where is it?

Cost of home’s
renewable energy

??

Cost of home’s
efficiency energy

Amount of energy efficiency or renewable energy needed to achieve net zero energy
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The Design Challenge:
Is it possible to achieve NZ energy?

 An average house uses:
– Around 6 times more heating fuel energy
than electricity!
– Biggest challenge is not in supplying
household electricity…
– Instead … it is in supplying home heating!
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Integrated Design Process
1.
Orientation
& shape
6.
Material
selection

5.
Heating &
cooling

2.
Site
design

7.
Envelope
design

3.
Lighting,
daylighting
& electricity

4.
Ventilation
8.
Quality
assurance
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Energy Flows – Riverdale NetZero Home
Home’s envelope

(walls, ceiling, floor, windows, doors)

Passive solar for
home heating
– all windows

Heat loss through
envelope
Heat loss from
ventilation air

Active solar heat
for water and home

(forced plus natural ventilation)

Solar photovoltaics
(PV) for electricity

Appliances, lights,
electrical equipment

Heat loss from
waste water
Electricity used

===============================
outside the home
The first key
===============================
to net zero energy housing
===============================
The
third
key
is toZero
control
Coal and natural gas
Net
Goal:
Surplus
The secondsolar
key
to net zero energy housing
the electricity
usage…
Electricity
imported
from
grid
to net
zero energy housing
electricity
electricity
is to maximiseimported
and control
minus
is to minimise and control
the energy
gains…
from
grid
exported
to grid
Electricity exported to grid
the heat loss…
=
Zero when added up over the year
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The Journey to Net Zero Energy

- cheapest to most expensive
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Electrical fixtures and appliances – electrical
Water fixtures and appliances – water
Building envelope
– heating







Passive solar space heating…???
Active solar liquid for domestic water heating…???
Active solar liquid for space heating…???
Active solar air for space heating… ???
Heat pump: ground, air, water…???




Solar photovoltaics…???
Microwind…???

}

Ultra-high
efficiency
technologies

}

Heating
technologies

}

Electricity
technologies

#1. Domestic Electricity


Electricity consumption reduced by 50%
for an upgrade cost of $1800 (est)
– Energy efficient appliances, ECM ventilation motors
– Energy efficient lighting (compact fluorescent, LEDs)
– Task lighting (halogen)
– Daylighting
– Phantom load control



Annual savings:



Energy price:
(simple)
Return on Investment:
(simple)



$550 (4600 kWh est.,
4200 kg of emissions)
1.6 ¢/kWh, $4.50 /GJ (25 years)
Clothes dryer

30% /year
(= ~3 year payback)
Dishwasher
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Light
Emitting
Diode
(LED)
lighting

Fridge

CF
lighting

#2. Domestic Water Heating
Drain water
heat recovery



Fuel consumption for water heating reduced 75%
for an upgrade cost of $1750
– Water efficient shower heads, faucets, dishwasher, clothes washer
– Drain water heat recovery



Annual energy savings:

$260 (6200 kWh est., 46,000 DHW litres,
1500 kg of emissions



Energy price:
(simple)
Return on Investment:

1.1 ¢/kWh, $3.10 /GJ (25 years)



15% /year

(plus additional savings in water volume too)

Shower heads and faucets
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Dish washer

Clothes washer

#3. Building Envelope






Fuel consumption for space heating reduced by 70%
for an upgrade cost of $12,000
– Ultra high insulation levels
EG 86
– High performance windows
– Ultra low air leakage rate
– High efficiency heat recovery ventilator
– This causes the house to only need 6600 W (22,500
BTU/hour) of heat at -32°C, which equals the heat from 6
hair dryers.

Ceiling R-100
cellufibre

Double-stud
2x4 walls with
R-56 cellufibre

Annual savings:
$1000 (25,000 kWh est., 5900 kg
Energy price:
0.9 ¢/kWh, $2.60 /GJ (50 years)
(simple)
Return on Investment: 9% /year
Basement walls R-54
Heat recovery
ventilator
80% efficient
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South
windows
R-7.3
R-8.3

North
windows
R-10

Air tight
envelope
0.59 AC/h

#4. Passive Solar Space Heating
EG 93

Upgrade cost:
$2,400 for additional concrete mass
Annual value of passive solar heat: $185 (4400 kWh est., 1000 kg)
Economics are integrated with building envelope & not easy to determine (yet)
– 17 m2 of south windows
–18thermal mass

Provides
40% of space heating

#5a. Active Solar Thermal Space & Water Heating
EG 96

Upgrade cost:
Annual savings:

$36,700 (net of $5k of “learning” we made)
$582 (4150 kWh est., 1000 kg)
[including $407 to eliminate gas connection fees]
Energy price (simple): 26 ¢/kWh, $71 /GJ (25 years) (with no natural gas line)
Return on Investment: 1.6% /year (with no natural gas line)
Drainback collectors: 21 m2, vertical
Domestic water heat storage: 300 litres
Space
heat storage: 17,000 litres
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Provides
83% of domestic water
heating and
21% of space heating

#5b. Solar PV Space & Water Heating (possible option)
EG 96

Upgrade cost:
Annual savings:

$34,000
$582 (4150 kWh est., 1000 kg)
[including $407 to eliminate gas connection fees]
Energy price (simple): 18 ¢/kWh, $49 /GJ (30 years) (with no natural gas line)
Return on Investment: 1.7% /year (with no natural gas line)
Additional PV array: 21 m2, 3.5 kW
Electricity storage: “on the grid”
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Provides
83% of domestic water
heating and
21% of space heating

#6. Solar PV for Domestic & Deficit Heating Electricity
EG 100.3

Upgrade cost:
Annual savings:
Energy price (simple):
Return on Investment:

~$54,000
~$800 (6600 kWh meas., 6100 kg)
27 ¢/kWh, $76 /GJ (30 years)
1.5% /year

PV array: 33 m2, 5.6 kW, 53°tilt
Electricity storage: “on the grid”
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Provides
6% of domestic water heating,
11% of space heating and
112% of electricity consumption

Combined Economics of Systems

Upgrade cost:
Annual savings:
Energy price (simple):
Return on Investment:
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$113,000
$3000 (42,000 kWh, ~18,000 kg)
9 ¢/kWh, $25 /GJ (30 years)
2.7% to 12% /year depending on government
policies on fossil-fuel subsidies,
environmental emissions and green loans

Results: Annual RNZ Home Energy Bills

 Natural gas bill:

$0

no gas line needed, saves
$407 per year in
connection fees (in 2008)

 Electricity costs:

surplus ~$40

ranging from $150 surplus
to $100 deficit per year
depending on homeowner
electricity consumption
choices

 plus normal electricity grid
connection fees of
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$180

(in Edmonton)

Total fossil energy use
RNZ with
40,300
conventional
kWh
construction

Total energy bill
16,040
kg

$ 2541 Conventional home

Energy efficiency,
internal gains,
heat recovery

{

Passive solar
heating

Sub.
fees
$562

Energy efficiency,
$ 1979 internal gains,
heat recovery
42%

Active
solar
heating

Energy
efficiency,
internal gains,
heat recovery

Passive solar
heating

Passive solar
heating

Active
solar
52%
heating
$ 1228

$902
76%
9,800

6,300 68%

$850

5,100 71%

Solar
$665 $636 PV

Solar
PV

Active solar
heating

61%

67%

14,300

Conventional
home

Summary

$ 1464

65%
savings

Total emissions

4,000
Solar
PV

86%
5,600
Supplementary
heating:
102% natural
natural gas gas elec. -620 gas
gas
Upgrade costs:
24 $20k $2.4k $37k

94%
gas

elec.

-$48
$54k

$166

natural
gas

gas

gas

elec.

103%
-510

(This data is from a preliminary analysis and will be updated with the latest cost and performance results.)

Barriers and Opportunities
– where policies need to facilitate change
instead of blocking change…
 LOTS of work to be done here…
– Re-organisation of society’s energy and development priorities

 Green loans – interest rates easily block energy efficiency and
renewable energy options
 Changes to fossil fuel energy tariff and subsidy structure:
–
–
–
–
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Elimination of utility bill monthly connection charges
Full-cost accounting for fossil fuel health care and environmental costs
Remove substantial subsidies on fossil fuels
Remove industrial-scale fees and taxes on renewable energy

Heating System…
 Standard, forced air heating system
 No furnace, uses a fan coil
connected to the solar heating
system
 BUT we don’t need to heat the
rooms themselves… all we need to
do is heat the house!

Return air at
outside of wall
Heat and air
supply vents to
centre of rooms

 Can do this because the walls
and windows have such high
R-values and so:
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– the walls and windows will be
warmer; and
– the rooms will need very small
amounts of heat.

Time Constant

 Heat was heated with two 1500 W portable electric heaters (equal to
three hair dryers)
 Turned off heat on Dec 13 at 16h, turned it on again on Dec 16 at 11h
 Time constant ≅ 8 days
– This means that with no heat input at -32°C, it would take the house 1.5
days to reach +10°C and 4 days to freeze.
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Complete Heating System – major components

Complete
Heating System
Schematic –
major components
and valves
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Complete Heating System – As-built

Complete
Heating System
Schematic –
As-built,
all components
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Utility Room
Solar Plumbing Layout
 When completed, the piping
will be insulated and colourcoded with direction arrows.
 Complex to
–
–
–
–
–

design,
model,
install,
control and
describe, document, train

 Takes up floor space
– space heating tank
– domestic water tank
– fan coil

 Unknown maintenance
– Can have air locks in piping
– Risk of valve and tank leaks
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PV system
– single-line
diagram
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PV system
– triple-line
diagram
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Electrical Room
Solar Inverter Layout
 Simple to design, model, install,
control, describe, document and train
 Compact
– only takes up wall space

 Quiet
– inverter relays click every 5 minutes
at the start and end of each day

 No maintenance
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Comparisons… two great solar technologies
 Active solar thermal heating system
1. Combined DW and space heating, water-based drainback configuration
2. It needs to store its own heat energy – complexity in moving and storing heat
 Heat losses from the storage tank degrades its annual performance.
 Increases capital costs, complexity of system design, modelling &
installation
 Temperature of heat needs to be sufficiently high for its heating application
3. It is sized and oriented for annual maximum production.
 It is oversized for summer, and so spills excess summer heat.

 Solar PV electricity generating system
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1. Grid-dependent, no on-site energy storage
2. It uses the electric grid to store its energy – very tiny energy losses.
 Grid storage maximises its annual performance.
 Minimises capital cost, complexity of system design, modelling & installation
 Electric energy is always ready to be used.
3. It is sized and oriented for annual maximum production.
 Grid absorbs all the energy it can produce. None is wasted.

Diminishing Returns…

 This factor describes the reduction in economic return
when another solar collector is added, due to periods of
oversizing and thus under-utilisation of the solar resource.
 This also applies to energy efficiency and off-grid solar
PV for the same reasons.
 In comparison,
none of these challenges are a factor for grid-connected
solar PV.
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RNZ Solar Thermal System Performance - Realistic
simulated with 880 L/m2 storage tank, with actual house space and water heating loads
(loads as given by HOT-2000,
solar performance simulated in
RETScreen v4)
(Zen collectors, vertical, 22°E of S)

MJ/d

 Collectors cannot provide heating to their maximum ability due to
restrictions in the ability of loads and storage to absorb heat.
 Greater than 1+ collector just fills in the winter and shoulder seasons.
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This is the chief reason for the “diminishing returns” that fetters the performance of additional collectors.

RNZ Solar Thermal System Performance - Potential
simulated as if it were connected to a utility grid that could absorb all its thermal energy
(loads as given by HOT-2000,
solar performance simulated in
RETScreen v4)
(Zen collectors, vertical, 22°E of S)

MJ/d

 If the loads for solar thermal could absorb all the heat that could be
produced then system performance would be much higher.
 Any production above the red heating-loads line is spilled in real life.
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Comments

 Active solar liquid heating and solar PV are both great technologies.
 Designers of active solar thermal systems need to be aware of high
installed costs and complexity, especially in high solar-fraction
applications.
 The price of grid-connected solar PV is continuing to fall.
– It is becoming increasingly competitive with solar thermal,
– PV can be less expensive than solar thermal in high
solar-fraction space heating applications.
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Next steps
 The house is open for tours every Saturday afternoon from 13h00
to 16h00.
 9926 87 Street. See www.riverdalenetzero.ca for details.
 The units have been sold. Occupancy will be within the next
4 months.
 The next net zero energy houses are being built for private clients:
– Mill Creek NetZero house (now being drywalled)
www.greenedmonton.ca 9805 84 Avenue
– Belgravia NetZero house (starting in May)
– South Windor Park NetZero house (preliminary design)
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End page
Riverdale NetZero Project
Findings, Costs, Performance and Surprises

www.riverdalenetzero.ca
Download this presentation and others from
www.hme.ca/presentations
We welcome any feedback, questions, suggestions,
comments and challenges to anything we present.
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